Domestic Dispute Leads to Arrest of Richmond Woman

(FORT BEND COUNTY, TX) – On March 10, 2022, Fort Bend County Sheriff’s Office detectives arrested Adonia Martinez, 32, who allegedly shot her husband after a domestic dispute.

At around 6:50 a.m., Sheriff’s detectives were dispatched to a domestic disturbance call in the 6600 block of Plum Springs Lane in Richmond, Texas where shots were fired. Detectives learned that the suspect—Adonia Martinez—shot her husband, Larry Martinez, 31, as he was leaving the residence in their vehicle after a dispute between both parties.

Sheriff’s deputies arrived and detained the suspect who was found in the driveway of the residence. The suspect confessed to shooting the victim and was taken into custody and charged with Aggravated Assault Family Violence. She remains in custody at the Fort Bend County Jail pending bond.

The victim was transported to Memorial Hermann Hospital in the medical center where he was treated and listed in stable condition.
“Unfortunately, family violence continues to plague all our communities and affects people from all walks of life,” said Sheriff Eric Fagan. “Our office works diligently to curb the problem of domestic violence by investigating and preparing cases such as this.”
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